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Abstract. Although the main structures of cortical folding are present
in each human brain, the folding pattern is unique to each individual.
Because of this large normal variability, the identification of abnormal
patterns associated to developmental disorders is a complex open chal-
lenge. In this paper, we tackle this problem as an anomaly detection task
and explore the potential of deep generative models using benchmarks
made up of synthetic anomalies. To focus learning on the folding geome-
try, brain MRI are preprocessed first to deal only with a skeleton-based
negative cast of the cortex. A variational auto-encoder is trained to get
a representation of the regional variability of the folding pattern of the
general population. Then several synthetic benchmark datasets of abnor-
malities are designed. The latent space expressivity is assessed through
classification experiments between control’s and abnormal’s latent codes.
Finally, the properties encoded in the latent space are analyzed through
perturbation of specific latent dimensions and observation of the resulting
modification of the reconstructed images. The results have shown that
the latent representation is rich enough to distinguish subtle differences
like asymmetries between the right and left hemispheres.
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1 Introduction

The cortex folds in utero to form numerous furrows called sulci, which delimit
circumvolutions. Cortical folding is related to cortical architecture (architectony
and connectivity) [8,7] and can be impacted by developmental issues that lead
to brain disorders [25,9]. The identification of folding patterns acting as mark-
ers of developmental brain diseases would be a major breakthrough facilitating
early diagnosis. However, although cortical morphology embeds a topography
of the sulci sufficiently consistent across subjects to enable the design of auto-
matic recognition tools [5], the shapes of the sulci present a high diversity, which
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hinders the modelling of the inter-individual variability necessary to define ab-
normalities [18]. Hence, the diversity of the folding pattern is often put aside
and canceled out using spatial normalisation, namely warping all brains toward
a template space.

Associations between folding patterns and developmental disorders have al-
ready been described. For instance, a very rare pattern called the Power Button
Sign (PBS) has been linked to the epileptogenic zone of patients suffering from
drug-resistant type 2 focal cortical dysplasia [17]. Similarly, it was demonstrated
that the paracingulate sulcus morphology is correlated to hallucinations in pa-
tients suffering from schizophrenia [24]. Sulci shape deviations have also been
observed in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [2,11].
Once abnormal folding patterns linked to a pathology have been identified, au-
tomatic detection techniques can be developed using supervised learning. For
instance, the PBS can be detected with a supervised classifier [4]. However, the
upstream process of identifying and defining new patterns of interest is tedious
and difficult as each individual has a unique cortical folding geometry and spot-
ting a recurrent abnormality throughout a set of patients is very complex. An
unsupervised tool designed to uncover cortical folding abnormalities and poten-
tial biomarkers would be an important lever to harvest the potential meaning of
unusual folding patterns.

In this paper we propose a dedicated framework based on deep learning
and we test its potential through the detection of synthetic unusual folding
patterns. The automatic detection of abnormal folding patterns is a challenging
task that has not yet been addressed in the field of neuroimaging. In this work,
we relate this objective with the general field of anomaly detection. Anomaly
and novelty detection aims at identifying samples that do not fit the normal
data distribution [19]. A few years ago, anomaly detection methods evolved
towards deep learning approaches and specifically unsupervised deep learning
due to the ability to detect potentially unseen events. Auto-encoder (AE) based
methods have been particularly studied as they infer a latent space of interest
with much fewer dimensions than the input space, enforcing to learn only the
most common features of the training data. There exists a broad range of AE-
based models. An extensive review on the detection of epilepsy lesions in MRI
patches can be found in [1]. Similarly, different methods dedicated to medical
images have been compared in [3] leading to qualify the variational AE (VAE)
architecture as the most efficient. Generative adversarial networks (GAN) have
also been used in order to identify biomarkers in optical coherence tomography
scans, reaching good performances [22,21]. Based on these initial results, a first
framework was proposed for anomaly detection in computed tomography scans
of 3D brains where anomalies consisted in labeled traumatic brain injuries [23].
β-VAE have also been successfully used to model the inter-individual variability
in the mouse brain [14]. More recently, very promising self-supervised methods
have been applied to anomaly detection problems in medical images [6], but
these methods lack the generative aspect provided by GAN and VAE, which
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is crucial in terms of explainability. All these works assessed images containing
known lesions. Our aim however is to discover still unknown patterns linked to
diseases, which leads to challenging evaluation issues. Therefore, this paper is
focused on dedicated synthetic benchmark datasets.

In this paper, we propose the first technique aiming at bringing to light
unusual and potentially abnormal folding patterns. For this purpose, we propose
first a dedicated preprocessing leading to focus the learning on the cortical folding
geometry of a specific region of interest (ROI). Then, like in [14], a β − V AE
is trained on a set of control data sampling the general population to get a
latent representation of the folding pattern distribution in this ROI. We also
create several benchmark datasets simulating unusual regional folding patterns
to assess the ability of our model to detect them. Finally, we analyse the latent
space capacity to separate regional patterns from the two hemispheres.

2 Methods

2.1 Focusing on Folding Information

Brain MRIs contain diverse information that are not all relevant to study folding
patterns. Our method therefore includes a crucial first step of data pre-processing
based on the BrainVisa/Morphologist pipeline (http://brainvisa.info) [16].
This pipeline combines several steps such as bias correction, grey-white segmen-
tation, and skeletonization to obtain a negative cast of the folding. Morpholo-
gist’s skeletons were used as input of our learning model. They were first defined
in [15] and are obtained by skeletonization of the grey matter and cerebrospinal
fluid union while preserving the topology. The result is 3D volumes with three
values: inside of the brain, sulci skeletons and outside of the brain. The use of
these simple images rather than raw MRIs puts the focus of learning on the
folding geometry and discard a major confound related to the width of the sulci,
which increases with local atrophies induced by aging or degenerative patholo-
gies.

2.2 Generating Synthetic Brain Anomalies

One of our biggest challenges is the lack of consensual datasets of abnormalities
to assess the approach. The examples mentioned in the introduction are either
especially challenging in terms of shape (the PBS in epilepsy) or inter-subject
local variability (Broca’s area or Superior Temporal Sulcus (STS) branches in
autism), or correspond to a stratification of the population into several frequent
patterns, which is not in the scope of anomaly detection (paracingulate sulcus).
Therefore, in this paper, we focus on a 3D ROI of 23x37x36 voxels with 2mm
isotropic resolution, localized in only one of these challenging areas, the STS
branches. This ROI has been defined in each subject using affine normalisa-
tion to the classical MNI reference space. The localization of the ROI in the
MNI space has been learned from the open access training dataset with anno-
tated sulci of the Morphologist pipeline [5]. We have designed several dedicated

http://brainvisa.info
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synthetic anomaly benchmark datasets in order to be able to evaluate the per-
formances of our model (Fig.1).
Deletion: Our first benchmark dataset consists of skeletons in which we have
randomly deleted one piece of sulcus, which is chosen among topologically ele-
mentary parts called simple surfaces and proposed by the Morphologist pipeline
[15]. To be deleted, a simple surface must be completely within the ROI and
made up of more than 1000 voxels, which corresponds to about 17% of the av-
erage number of skeleton voxels in the ROI. This arbitrary threshold aims at
performing modification of the geometry beyond the normal anatomical vari-
ability observed in the population.
Random: A second benchmark dataset is composed of random ROIs of the same
dimensions and overlapping the skeleton but localized in different positions in
the cortex. This benchmark is expected to be very easily spotted as abnormal
since the images are highly different. It is used to ensure that the model is able
to identify inputs that are far away from the normal distribution and that what
the model has learned is not only non-region specific features such as voxel pro-
portion and sulci continuity.
Asymmetry: The last benchmark dataset corresponds to the same ROI but
defined in the other hemisphere and flipped. The flip is defined from the inter-
hemispheric plane of the MNI space after affine spatial normalisation. This
benchmark has a biological interest as hemispheric asymmetry is still an in-
tense field of research.

Fig. 1. Generated anomaly benchmarks. Benchmark Deletion: Original crop and its
modified version. Benchmark Random: two examples of random crops. Benchmark
Asymmetry: crop of right hemisphere and crop of left hemisphere flipped.

2.3 Learning a representation of the normal variability

An effective way to model population variability is through AE-based networks.
These architectures learn to project input data onto a lower dimensional mani-
fold, also called latent space and to reconstruct from this space the input image.
Simple AE are known to have some drawbacks and particularly the lack of
regularization of the latent space. To overcome this issue, VAE model was intro-
duced [13], and later β − V AE was proposed [10]. Like classical AE, β − V AE
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are composed of two parts: an encoder and a decoder but add a variational ob-
jective. Contrary to simple AE, an input from image space X , is encoded as a
distribution in a latent space Z comprising L dimensions, leading to a twofold
objective. First, the minimization of the reconstruction error of the input image.
Second, the matching of the encoded distribution to a prior distribution, usually
a Gaussian, which is done thanks to Kullback-Leibler divergence and enables to
regularize the latent space. VAE is a β − V AE with KL divergence weighted at
1. Thus, β−V AE encoder θ and decoder φ are trained maximising the following
objective:

L(θ, φ;x, z, β) = Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]− βDKL(qφ(z|x)||p(z)) (1)

where p(z) is the prior distribution, a reduced centered Gaussian distribution in
our work that is approximated with the posterior distribution qφ(z|x). Tuning
β parameter enables to improve latent factors disentanglement [10].

Analysing the Latent Space. The analysis of the latent space to under-
stand the meaning of the encoded features is capital to assess the potential of our
model to highlight unusual folding patterns. As such, we first trained a β−V AE
on normal data only, for our model to learn to encode normal variability. Next,
normal and benchmark data unseen during training are projected to the latent
space to perform this analysis. The resulting latent codes are used to train a gra-
dient boosting algorithm to classify normal versus synthetic abnormal samples.
These three classifiers are used first to ensure that the latent representations are
able to capture some relevant information regarding the folding patterns. Then,
we can focus our analysis on the features contributing the most to the success
of the classification using the generative power of the β − V AE, like in [14].
We travel throughout the latent space modifying only one of these features and
observe the generated folding patterns.

3 Results

3.1 Datasets and Implementation

To learn the inter-individual variability of control subjects, the HCP database
was used3. MRIs were obtained with a single Siemens Skyra Connectom scanner
with a resolution of 0.7mmx0.7mmx0.7mm. In our work, we studied only the
right hemisphere of 997 right-handed subjects with high quality result of the
Morphologist pipeline. 547 subjects were used for the training and 150 for the
validation of the β − V AE. The remaining 300 subjects were used to train clas-
sifiers, half of them being used to create synthetic abnormal patterns following
each of the benchmark experiment. Two third of these 300 subjects were used to
estimate the β−V AE hyper-parameters using a grid-search driven by a classifier
and the last third was used to explore the latent space organization.

The skeletons were spatially normalized with an affine transformation to the
standard MNI space and were down-sampled to a voxel size of 2mm, which

3 https://www.humanconnectome.org/
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is sufficient to preserve the folding geometry. Voxels were set to 0 for inside
the brain (26% of voxels), 1 for outside the brain (65%) and 2 for the sulci
skeleton (9%). As mentioned above, the input to the β − V AE was a 3D ROI,
whose bounding box in MNI space was learned from the BrainVISA open access
training set of 64 annoted brains, in order to include the two posterior branches
of the STS. This 3D ROI is made up by 23x37x36 voxels extended to 40x40x40
using 1-padding.

The complete pipeline is shown in figure 2. Our β − V AE was composed of
fully convolutional encoder and decoder with symmetrical architectures compris-
ing three convolutional blocks and 2 fully connected layers. We did a gridsearch
(L=8-100, β=1-20, ranges are based on previous works [14] and reconstruction
abilities), where hyperparameters were chosen according to the classification
performances of the Deletion classifier applied to 100 controls and 100 synthetic
samples using a 5-fold stratified cross-validation. We selected L=100, β=2 and
a learning rate of 2e-4. Training lasted for 400 epochs on a Nvidia Quadro RTX
8000 GPU and was completed in roughly 1 hour.

Fig. 2. Whole pipeline. First, bounding boxes of sulci of interest are defined. The
HCP database is processed with the Morphologist pipeline and cropped thanks to the
bounding boxes. Crops are then downsampled before feeding the β − V AE.

3.2 Analysing Learned Folding Variability

First, we visually evaluated the reconstruction ability of our β-VAE. 2D slices
of several reconstructed inputs are presented in figure 3. For the control set,
deletion and asymmetry benchmarks, the reconstructions are approximate but
retain the general geometry. The main sulci included in the ROI can be identi-
fied. In return, the random crops cannot be reconstructed by the decoder, which
outputs an image looking like a disturbed configuration of STS branches. This
suggests that the model has really learned the distribution of the specific ge-
ometry of this cortical region rather than a generic distribution covering any
skeleton configuration.
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Fig. 3. Reconstructions of test inputs. 2D sections from the 3D ROI presented in sagit-
tal view at depth 18. First row: original images, second row: model outputs.

To evaluate our model latent space, three gradient boosting classifiers were
trained using 50 controls and 50 synthetic samples from the test set, using a
5-fold stratified cross-validation. ROC curves are presented in figure 4.A). For
each configuration, the AUC score is above chance. Highest performances are
obtained on benchmark Random (AUC = 0.98), which was expected. This first
result comforts the fact that our model is able to capture very obvious abnor-
malities. On benchmark Asymmetry, very good scores are also obtained (AUC =
0.85). Though for an inexperienced eye the difference between right hemisphere
and flipped left hemisphere can seem subtle, this region is known to be asym-
metrical in terms of length and tilt of the main sulci [20]. It confirms that our
model is capable of representing specific anatomical structures included in the
ROI. Finally, when deleting one large simple surface, results are slightly above
chance (AUC=0.69) which indicates a potential of the latent space to detect
such anomalies. Nevertheless further work is required using a larger test set to
overcome potential limitations of this classifier experiment.
Using gradient boosting classifiers gives insights on the most decisive dimen-
sions of the latent space, which depend on the benchmark. Figure 4.B) shows
a visualization of the datasets using the two most important latent features or
tSNE 2D manifold projection. For Random and Asymmetry benchmarks, two
groups can be clearly identified. Surprisingly, in the tSNE visualization, the ran-
dom crops are surrounded by controls, which is counter-intuitive relative to the
Gaussian prior and does not fit with the plot performed from the two most dis-
crimative dimensions. Further experiments with unbalanced datasets including
only a small ratio of abnormality will help us clarify this point. The Suppression
benchmark is clearly the most difficult classification experiment with the current
latent space.

The last experiment consists in sampling latent vectors to travel along the
most important dimensions according to the classifiers. Figure 4.C) shows the re-
construction provided by the decoder when following the dimension correspond-
ing to the best discriminator of Asymmetry benchmark. All other dimensions
were fixed at their mean value. As expected, the outputs look like approximated
skeletons of the ROI. Subtle changes consistent during the travel can be ob-
served: i.e. the upper part of the sulcus presented in pink on figure 4.C), called
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Fig. 4. Analyses of latent space. A) ROC curves of GradientBoosting classifiers for
classifications between controls and benchmarks. B) Distribution of data points using
classifiers most important features and t-SNE. C) Travelling through the latent space.

the Sylvian fissure (SF), seems to shorten from the left to the right of the di-
mension. This observation is consistent with Asymmetry benchmark’s subjects
distribution according to the two most important features on figure 4.B). Indeed,
control subjects, i.e. right hemispheres correspond to higher values of the 88th
dimension which is also suggested by the SF shortening on figure 4.C). This
evolution is interesting as previous works demonstrated that the SF was shorter
in the right hemisphere. Thus, this dimension could encode the length of the SF
which is an important marker of laterality [12].

4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we developed a framework that shall lead to the discovery of ab-
normal folding patterns beyond reach for human cognition because of the high
inter-subject normal variability. Our main contribution is the design of synthetic
benchmarks used to decipher the organization of the latent space used to model
this variability. We have shown that the regional specificity of the folding pattern
can be learned and used to detect some deviations from the norm. Our methods
achieved to detect obvious and more subtle deviations (respectively with Ran-
dom and Asymmetry benchmarks), but detection is harder for more complex
ones such as Deletion benchmark. However, we don’t seek to detect benchmark
subjects but rather to detect abnormal patterns. In the future we plan to perform
further experiments to get more hints about the nature of the representation.
Although some interesting features can be observed when varying latent vectors
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dimensions’ values, it is very difficult to apprehend all possible shifts looking at
2D sections because we deal with 3D images. Additionally, in some cases, we
observe that the generated images are not realistic, preventing the interpreta-
tion. Generating synthetic anomaly benchmarks is a very useful initial step but
induces biases that must be acknowledged. In our case, with the Deletion bench-
mark we made the hypothesis that anomalies could be linked to ”missing” simple
surfaces. This work constitutes a first step of proof of concept and enables to
control the complexity of abnormalities, however an important limitation is the
high dependency of the results on simulated data as our benchmarks are made of
synthetic anomalies. Nevertheless we stress out that the model has learned only
control data, thus is totally unsupervised in regards to anomaly data, and only
the evaluation results depend on simulated data. In future works, the ultimate
benchmarks will have to be built from large datasets of neurodevelopmental
disorders and will aim at discovering actual abnormal folding patterns.
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